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Abst rac t - -A  model for a paddle-type wavemaker coupled to 2D fluid flow over a plane beach is 
studied. For purely outgoing wave motion, we find that the wavemaker has positive and negative 
added moment of inertias. When the wavemaker is used to extract energy, the efficiency is found to 
be at most 100% which is achieved when there is no reflected wave. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider 2D irrotational linear inviscid water flow coupled with the motion of a wavemaker. 
This model for the case of a vertically inclined wavemaker on water of finite uniform depth 
was solved in [1, Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4]. We extend this to a wavemaker inclined parallel to 
a plane beach and also to vertical wavemakers next to infinitely deep water. Billingham and 
King consider paddle and piston wavemakers, but we only consider paddle type because in our 
geometry a piston wavemaker (of finite extent) would produce discontinuous, possibly turbulent, 
motion at the lower end of the piston. 
2. FORMULATION 
The water domain in plane-polar coordinates i , when the wavemaker is parallel to the sea bed, 
D = {(R, 8): R > 0 , -a  < 8 < 0}, 
where a is beach angle. We introduce water velocity u = V¢(R, 8, t), pressure p = -p°o-~t - pgy ,  
where p is water density and water surface y = ~(x, t). The Euler equations are 
V2¢ = 0, in D, 
¢~ + 11V¢12 +g~ = 0, on y = 7, 
¢y = ~x¢x + ~t, on y = ~?. 
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To consider vertical wavemakers, it is better to write equation of bed in form R sin(0+c~) = h(R, t) 
rather than y = -x tana  + b(x, t); then the bed condition is 
CR sin(0 + a) + ¢0 cos(0 + c~) R - hRCR + ht, at R sin(0 + a) = h(R, t). 
Let O~(t) be the angle between the wavemaker and bed, and let pivot be at r = a as in Figure 1. 
The wavemaker in Figure 1 lies on the straight line Rsin(0 + c~ + O~(t)) = asinO~(t). The 
conservation of angular momentum gives 
id20~ D dO~ 
dt 2 + T + NOw = Q + Qh, (2.1) 
where Q is driving torque, Qh is the hydrodynamic torque, I > 0 is moment of inertia per unit 
longshore width of wavemaker, D > 0 is a damping coefficient, K > 0 is spring stiffness. 
Figure 1. Problem diagram: P is pivot of wavemaker, O is point R = 0, OP = a, 
Q is end of paddle, PQ > a, PQ is length of wavemaker. In diagram Ow is positive. 
Commonly wavemakers are vertical; th s wavemaker is of dual flap type [2] with 
infinite depth. 
If H is typical wave height and w is angular frequency of waves, then nondimensionalising in 
the following way 
= HT), 
R = gw-2/~, 
0~ (t) = ~£ (t-), 
Q(t) = apg4~-sQ (t-), 
¢ = gHw-l(),  
t = 02--1~, 
I = pg4w--8Yl, 
Q~(t) = ~pg4~-~(?~ (t-), 
x = gw-2Yz, 
D = pgaw-r[?, 
0=0,  
y = gw-2~l, 
p = pg2cd-2~, 
K = pg4w-6K, 
a ---- gw-2gt 
gives 
V2¢ = O, 
Cksin (0 + a)-¢ 
2 '~+ +,~=o,  on~=~,  
R 
s = -A~- -  S, d~2 + d~ + -£& = ~) + <)''' 
(2.2) 
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where A -- Hw2g -1 is a nondimensional-order parameter. So we obtain linearised water wave 
equations (at leading order) for A << 1 :(we need to assume length of wavemaker is similar to 
wavelength) 
V2q~=O, inD,  C f+~=O,  onO=O,  
( ) ,  ( ) = ~i0,~l R 0~ ({) ~-  ~ at e = -~, 
Here XJ is the characteristic function for interval J. 
~;~ = 7)~, on 0 = O, 
16 = -0  - ~ + o (~). 
(m3) 
Pressure 16 is the sum of dynamic pressure 16d(/~, 0, t) and static pressure 16s(~). Taking care 
of the sign and ignoring time independent terms gives hydrodynamic torque as Qh = Qd + Q,~, 
where 
0 a 1 3 ~ 
The equation for Qs comes from the leading-order time varying part of the torque due to hydro- 
static pressure, which we denote by r3(~) "~h , so that 
& 
A(~(h~) = -- fo /~16~ ( - -gs ina +/~sin (o~ + A0~)) d/~, 16s (~) = -~,  
R(t) = distance between pivot and shoreline 
= 5 - ~0~ (t-) cota + ~ (0, t-) A cosec ~ + O (A2), 
and therefore, 
AQ(2 )= f~-~x0~ cot~+~a cosecc~ 
- /~ (_g  sin a +/~sin (a  + A~))  d~ + O (A2) 
dO 
: co oco/  
(o+ + (') 
-~a sm~ + 1~3 cos~ + 0 (~). 
This term does not appear for the vertical wavemakers in [1]. 
To construct a wavelike solution, we need to introduce the regular ¢~ and singular Cs standing 
wave potentials. From [3, p. 393] 
(¢r(R, O), Cs (R, 0)) = (sin(R cos 0 + 7), cos(R cos 0 + 7))e R sin O _~_ O(1) 
at infinity where 7 = (~r/(2a) + 1)7r/4. The simplest potentials are 
eeR s in  0 COS(R  COS 0) ,  
7I" 71" eRsinOcos (RcosO + ~) +e-Rc°s°sin (RsinO + -~) , 
¢~(R,0)  = 
e R sin 0 sin(R cos 0 + 7) 
+V/~e-RCos(O+~/6)cos(Rsin(O+ 6))_e-Rsin(O+~/3)sin(_Rcos(O+ 3)) ,
Define the Mellin transform of Cr(', 0) by ~(s ,  O) = f~'~ R~-I¢,.(R, O) dR. 
71" 
7I" 
71" 
6 
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3. WAVEMAKER MODE 
In wavemaker mode, we put / )  =/ (  = 0, (~ ¢ 0. To simplify problem, we assume 
¢ = Re (eff f (R, 8)) , 
for constants Q0, 80, Qod. Clearly, 
From the ordinary differential equation (2.2), we have 
- i8o - 1~38o cosc~ = Qo + Oo~, 
3 
and from (2.3), the potential f satisfies 
o-, (~,o) o-, (~,-o) 
According to [1], 
- Im(Qod/8O) is added damping so that, in terms of these, (3.2) becomes 
Mp = Re(Qod/8O)+ (1/3)53 cos c~ is added moment of inertia and Dp = 
V2f (1) = 0, R 
and f(2) satisfies 
Let 
1 /1 /2+i~ sins8 /~-s5~+2 
f(1) ( ~\&% = ~ j~/~_~ coss~ ~(~ + 1)(~+ 2) ds (3.3) 
and note that this f(1) is regular at the origin, zero at infinity and real valued. Substituting for f 
into (3.1) gives 
Qod 5 
By changing order of integration 
f0 ~ (~ ~)~ (~,-~) ~ : - _  
~4 f l/2+i~ tan s(~ 
2~i/j1/2_i~ (s - -2 ) (s - -1 )s (s+l ) ( s+2)  
ds. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
We write f(/~, 0) -- i8o(f (1) (/~, 0) + f(2)(/~, 0)), where fO) satisfies 
0o( i~p-~-~)  =q0 
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Note, f(1)(R, 0) = 0, letting 
2r~¢r  w~,0 ~ ~,0 
- - /o  = d/7, (3.5) 
](2)(w, a) = ~ R 
we have (see [3] for the reason why f(2) satisfies urface boundary condition) 
~--y d~, 
where the integration contour has been chosen so that wave is outgoing. We define 
~/~,z~:/o z (z- ~)+~ (~,-o) d~ (~0/ 
Therefore, by changing order of integration (for a < ~r/2) 
[0 ~ (~- ~)~ (~-o) d~:/o ~ ~(~ ~i~ (~,~ - ]5  d~. (3.7) 
By substituting formula for f(1) in (3.3) into formula for ](2) in (3.5), we find 
i fl12+i~ Cr(s,O)w-Sa 2-s 
/(2)(W, a) : ~-~ d l /2 - i~  (s -- 1)(s - 2)cos so~ ds, 
which simplifies the numerical calculation of ](2) because it reduces a double integral into a single 
integral. 
Having found the potential, we now find Mp, Dp. Because 
f(e) (/~, O) = -~-i¢~ (/~, 0)/(s) (1,5)+ L °~ ¢~ (w/~, O)/(2) (w,5) 
-w- - i dw (3.8) 
: 7[efftsinO¢--i(fftc°sO+'Y)/(2) (1, 8) + o(1), R ---+ 0% 
we see (because/(2) is real valued and f(1) = o(1) as R --~ oo) 
:(~,o) _- ~OoS(.> (:,~> 0+, (~,°) ++.  (~,o)) +~ooq (~,o), (,.~> 
where q = o(1) at infinity and q is real valued. By (3.9), the phase difference between wavemaker 
and wave at infinity is 7r/2 - % From (3.4) and the fact that f(1) is real valued, we find 
Im k.-~ff'o,][Q°d~ : _ ImL  a (8 - /~)  f (2) ( /~, -a)  d]7 
and using (3.8), and then (3.6) gives 
Im (Q°d ~ = ~_/(2)(1, 5)A(1, 5). (3.10) 
\eo  ) 
From definition of ](2) in (3.5) 
J<~(,,~) =-~/o * ~(~'° )~(~'° )  . ~" 
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and hence, f rom Green's theorem 
](2) (1, 5) = -2A(1,  5) 
7[ 
so combining with (3.10), we obtain 
Dp = 2A(1, 5) 2. 
Clearly, Dp >_ 0 and nondimensional  net power  used per unit w idth  of wavemaker  is 
/ ~ d6}~ \ 1 [=' = k Q---~- ~ = -~ Re (iQoSo) = l[Oo[2Dp = [0o[2A(1,5) 2. 
Note 
(e -~  - 1) z 7c 
w 2 + w '  a = ~,  
A(w,z)--- V~[1-exp( -wz /v /~(s in (wz /v~+c°s(wz /v~) ]  7r 
W2 , 0~ -'~, 
((sin(wzx/3/2) - v/-3cos(wzV~/2))e -w~/2 + x/~e-~Q 7r 
%02 , 0~ ~- -~. 
The calculation of Mp involves the double integral (3.7). I f  ps is density per unit area of 
wavemaker and PQ ~ a, then I = (1/3)psa 3, and therefore, added moment  of inertia coefficients 
are  Mp/5 3. 
2 
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Figure 2. Graph of [I/S versus w(a/g) I/2. The solid line is ~ ---- ~/2, the dashed 
line is ~ = ~r/4: and  the dotted line is ~ = ~r/6. For  ~ = Ir/6~ there is a frequency 
for wh ich / : /=  0. 
In Figure 2, it is shown that / - I /S  versus w(a/g) 1/2, where / : / i s  (dimensional) wave height at 
infinity and S is (dimensional) stroke of the wavemaker. Note w2g-la = 5 , / : /=  2HTr[00/(2) (1,5)[, 
S = 2aA[00[, and therefore,/- - I /S = 21A(1 , 5)]/5. I f  P is dimensional net power, then 
p = - -  
pg2 /_i2 p pg2 /_I 2 
16w ' S 2 16w S 2 
and a graph of 4Pg-3/2p-1a-l12/S2(= A(1, 5)2/55/2) versus w(a/g)l/2(= 51/2) is in Figure 3. 
In fact to avoid leakages at each side of the wavemaker,  there is a rubber  seal which exerts a drag 
force F on wavemaker which would increase average power consumpt ion by 2FwS/cr. 
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Figure 3. Graph of power versus frequency in wavemaker mode. The solid line is 
c~ = ~r/2, the  dashed l ine is c~ -- ~ /4 ,  and  the  dot ted  l ine is c~ = 7r/6. 
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F igure  4. Graph  of force requ i red  to dr ive  wavemaker  IQo,dim/OO,diml versus  fre- 
quency  w. Because  Q0,dim = Apg4w-6Qo, 00,dim = AO0 we deduce  Qo,dimlOO,dim -- 
(Qo/Oo)pga/w 6 . -  Sol id curve  is a = 7r/2,- dashed curve  is a = 7r/4,- and  dot ted  curve  
is a = 1r/6. 
In Figure 4 is shown that a graph of force to drive the wavemaker IQo,dimlOO,diml versus 
frequency w, where I = pg4 __ 1, a = g, Q0,dim is a dimensional counterpart to Q0 and 00,dim is a 
dimensional counterpart to 00. 
4. ENERGY EXTRACTION MODE 
In energy extraction mode, we take b _> 0, K > 0, (~ = 0 because any energy extraction 
mechanism can be modelled as a first approximation by a spring and a damper. We use the 
time-independent potential f found in Section 3 and just add a multiple of Cr to it (e stands for 
extraction) 
At infinity 
iBeiRei~ 
as .ff~--.-> o0 
so incoming component is proportional to B. The time average of extracted power per unit width 
of the wavemaker is
p= = 
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Total hydrodynamic  pressure torque is now 
(3(e) = Qod + iBA(1, 5) 
"~ Od 
and added moment  of inertia is M (e) = Mp + Re(iB/Oo)A(1,5) and added damping is Dp (~) = 
Dp - Im(iB/Oo)A(1, 5). Prom (2.2), we find 
-Y-Oo + DiOo + fi[Oo = Oo(Mp - iDp) + iBA(1, 5), 
so that  00 = iBA(1, 5)/(iD + b), where b =/ (  - i - Mp + iDp. The reflection coefficient, R f ,  is 
so that  IRfl < 1 iff D > 0. 
- -  _e -2 i ' /  
z -  M, 2A (1,5) 2) 
K-  i -  Mp + i (b  + 2A (1,5)2) ' 
To maximize t5 as a function of 1~ for B fixed, we need b = ]hi which gives 
max15- [BpA(I' ~)2 
b_>o 4(Ibl + Ira(b)) 
Furthermore,  
and max imum occurs at 
max ]5 = [BI 2 
b>o,R>o 16 
~[ = i + Mp, 1) = 2A(1, 5) 2 
in which case 00 = B/(4A(1, 5)) at which point outgoing component  of wave is zero. Because 
f ([{,O) ,'~ Bi ff'~c°s°+~') +[~sin° R----~ oc, - -  " -~- e ~ , as  
we find incoming energy flux is IBI2/16, so that  max imum efficiency is 100%. The conclusion, 
that  to extract  max imum energy the wave at infinity has no outgoing component,  is the same as 
for vertical wavemakers [1, Section 4.2.4]. 
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